In my recent book, *Photography, Humanitarianism, Empire*, I set out to explore how images have worked historically to create empathy and mobilise social action.1 Many scholars have examined the role images have played in shaping ideas about race and difference, but I became interested in the broader array of emotional relationships and ideas they helped to define, and especially the ways in which they may have helped to argue for humanitarian ideals and, ultimately, human rights. A key question raised by this history is the way that images may prompt what eighteenth-century philosopher Adam Smith called ‘fellow feeling’, today often glossed as empathy. Today, empathy is generally considered to be a self-evident good. We try to teach our children empathy by encouraging them to imagine what it would be like to ‘walk in another’s shoes’. Empathy is seen to be an essential skill for medical students, in particular, alongside technical knowledge, so as to establish trust, the foundation of a good doctor-patient relationship. Over the last decade, a substantial body of research has argued that more empathetic doctors can be linked to ‘greater patient satisfaction, better outcomes, decreased physician burnout, and a lower risk of malpractice suits and errors’.2 Empathy is considered a cognitive skill that can be taught, rather than a personality trait, and so empathy training is increasingly being incorporated into medical courses around the world. Frequently such teaching is premised upon the belief that fictional narratives, art, or music may effectively convey another’s experience and allow the observer an enlarged understanding of their plight.

This belief has also played an important part in accounts of the development of human rights. For example, Lynn Hunt, in her groundbreaking history, *Inventing Human Rights*, argues that the psychological foundations for human rights emerged during the revolutionary period of the late eighteenth century in America and France, from a new humanitarian sentiment entailing forms of subjectivity characterised by sympathy and autonomy. ‘Sentimentalism’, the moral expectation that one should care about others, was grounded in new means, such as the epistolary novel, to bring observers into proximity with the distant victims of suffering.3 In Hunt’s account, the idea of human rights that emerged during the eighteenth century was succeeded by a period of relative ‘silence’ during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, which was finally broken at the conclusion of the Second World War.4 In this analysis, the long ‘silence’ about rights was caused by the emergence of nation states — so that debate occurred within ‘specific national frameworks’ — and by the challenge to a shared humanity posed by racial science.5

More recently, others have complicated Hunt’s account by pointing to the proliferation...
of debates, processes and events entailing
concepts of human rights across the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, within imperial
and global contexts. This research has begun to
view the history of human rights as a process
that developed dialogically between the Western
metropole and the colonies, as debates about
universal humanity were fought around race,
slavery, colonialism and imperial rule. Rather
than a ‘silence’ about human rights, this period
witnessed a more complex series of engagements
that shaped the emergence of a global category
of shared humanity, formed in negotiations over
the nature of empire and Britain’s role in the
wider world. 6

This story reveals the close historical and
intellectual relationship between human
rights and humanitarianism, distinct and
sometimes incommensurable as these concepts
might be. 7 Humanitarianism is a term that
passed into everyday use after 1800 and refers
to a philosophy of advocating or practising
compassionate action. 8 Eventually the
expansion and stabilisation of this category,
and its extension to all humankind within
a growing view of the human as a universal,
global category, produced the twentieth-century
system of principles and law that we now term
‘human rights’.

FELLOW-FEELING

As I have noted, many argue that this was
enabled by new technologies of seeing and a
sense of empathy with and responsibility for
the suffering of others. 9 Such concern has taken
the form of emotions defined variously over the
last three centuries as pity, sympathy, fellow-
feeling, compassion and empathy. 10 Scholarly
interest in emotions, sometimes termed the
‘affective turn’, has defined emotions, or ‘felt
judgements’, as embodied feelings experienced
in the context of cultural values and principles. 11
Emotions may be collective, historically created
and locally contingent, and respond dynamically
to circumstance, response or refusal in systems
of circulation and exchange that Sara Ahmed
terms ‘emotional economies’ 12 Extending the
focus on the function of emotion in written
texts, I also explored the practices surrounding
viewing and using images, attending especially to
their affective content. Such practices constitute
humanitarian ‘objects of feeling’ — those toward
whom we feel pity, anger or love. 13

From the mid-eighteenth century a so-called
‘cult of sensibility’ arose in Britain, stressing
a set of values that regarded sensation as a
‘moral and emotional capacity’, and that came
to associate sensibility with refined feeling,
discrimination and taste as well as an intense
sensitivity to the suffering of others. 14 Adam
Smith’s landmark 1759 work, The Theory of
Moral Sentiments, examined the human capacity

\[\text{HUMANITARIANISM IS A TERM THAT PASSED INTO EVERY DAY USAGE AFTER 1800 AND REFERS TO A PHILOSOPHY OF ADVOCATING OR PRACTISING COMPASSIONATE ACTION.}\]
Identifying the ultimate limit to such ‘fellow-feeling’, Smith pointed out that ‘though our brother is on the rack, as long as we ourselves are at our ease, our senses will never inform us of what he suffers’. The viewer is limited by her own experience and remains unable to truly enter into another person’s subjectivity; empathy can thus only be felt as an imaginative identification. In the end, ‘it is the impressions of our own senses only, not those of his, which our imaginations copy’. Significantly, Smith grounded moral conduct in the experience of seeing and being seen; he considered sympathetic identification with others a natural response to viewing their experiences, prompted by an inner spectator, ‘the man within’.

Twenty-first century neuroscience has corroborated Smith’s notion of sympathy — or, as we now term it, empathy — as a process of mirroring the mental activities or experiences of another person based on the observation of his bodily activities or facial expressions. The term ‘mirror neuron’ refers to the significant overlap between ‘neural areas of excitation’ aroused by our own experience as well as our observation of someone else’s. Our consciousness of this relationship — our bodily observation and awareness of our simultaneous separateness and identification — is central. Smith wrote, ‘We suppose ourselves the spectators of our own behavior, and endeavor to imagine what effect it would, in this light, produce upon us. This is the only looking-glass by which we can, in some measure, with the eyes of other people, scrutinize the propriety of our own conduct.’

Smith’s recognition of our innate disposition for motor mimicry anticipated a mode of sympathy, moral appeal and campaign for reform designed to confront viewers with the plight of suffering victims in order to prompt empathy.

By the end of the eighteenth century, the cult of sensibility, along with its stereotype, ‘the Man of Feeling’, had become the object of parody and satire, suggesting its decline. However, a culture of ‘sentimentalism’ emerged from this emotional regime, infused with a new power by evangelical Protestantism, to become a key element of nineteenth-century philanthropy and humanitarianism. The rise of ‘humanitarianism’ has been closely linked to the antislavery movement and a shift in perception towards the end of the eighteenth century that made slavery appear morally unacceptable to many. This new cultural orientation emphasised sympathy for suffering and revulsion from pain, uniting ethical witnessing with a moral universalism and a notion of necessary action to alleviate suffering.

Humanitarian narratives were an integral aspect of the culture of sentimentalism and the growing moral expectation that one should care about others. Thomas W. Laqueur’s classic essay, ‘Bodies, Details, and the Humanitarian Narrative’, argued that the humanitarian narrative ‘relies on the personal body, not only as the locus of pain but also as the common bond between those who suffer and those who would help’: detailed accounts of the suffering body elicited ‘sympathetic passions’ that could move a person from feeling to action. In addition, in many contexts humanitarians successfully deployed graphic scenes of distress as a powerful prompt to sympathy, expressing through visual means the liberal political philosophy of rights and, some argue, contributing to the abolition of slavery throughout the empire with the Slavery Abolition Act of 1833. According to this view, such images create an empathetic imaginative identification with those unlike ‘us’ that expands the category of humanity itself.

**HUMANITARIAN IMAGES IN COLONIAL AUSTRALIA**

So what evidence do we have for the work of these emotional images and narratives in colonial Australia? How did colonial experience contribute to global debates about universal humanity and rights? One landmark scandal that polarised observers across the British Empire took place during a decade that marked the height of metropolitan antislavery sentiment, yet was also a time of intense frontier violence in south-eastern Australia. Following the horrifying Myall Creek Massacre of June 1838, humanitarians in New South Wales and Britain attempted to arouse compassion for the victims using affective antislavery strategies. But colonists had become increasingly agitated by violent clashes with Aboriginal people, and many argued for their extermination.
In recent years new research has begun to reveal how ‘slavery’ was invoked in the settler colony of Australia, seemingly so distant from the Atlantic slave trade and its canonical forms of subjection and exploitation. The British campaign that culminated in 1833 accumulated tremendous cultural, moral, and affective power, and was subsequently adopted for many different social causes throughout the nineteenth century. Following the abolition of slavery, the movement’s leaders sought to redirect popular interest from abolition to the empire’s Indigenous peoples, as exemplified by the 1835–6 ‘Select Committee on Aborigines’ inquiry (Aborigines Select Committee). This applied the language of antislavery to British settlers and sought to define principles that would uphold the rights of Indigenous people across the empire. In particular, a range of diverse relations between colonists and Indigenous peoples, including forced indenture, trafficking and prostitution, were characterised by humanitarians and Indigenous people as slavery. Such analogies reveal how metropolitan ideas about humanity, freedom, and ultimately human rights, have been tested against colonial experience, whilst domestic Australian interests were adjudicated by imperial humanitarianism, in a dialogue that was global in scope. However, recent work on imperial humanitarianism has also traced the imbrication of humanitarian ideals and the apparatus of colonial government, challenging simple oppositions between moral and political, philanthropic and colonial interests.

1836 had been a particularly bloody year in New South Wales, as Aboriginal people of the northern plains came under intense siege from squatters and convicts moving out into their country. The public climate of fear and anger in the colony was exacerbated in October by news of the murder and ill-treatment of survivors from the wreck of the Stirling Castle on Fraser Island in Queensland, and that of the Charles Eaton in Torres Strait. Earlier, the Oldham had been wrecked in 1832 in the Pacific, with only seven surviving a massacre to become enslaved. Framed as horror stories, in which Indigenous people figured as savage cannibals, these accounts prompted vengeful responses from colonists, with many urging extermination. Such nightmares were given weight by ‘scientific’ arguments concerning the supposed essential racial difference of Aboriginal people, considered by some contemporaries to represent an ‘intermediate stage’ of human development. In this way the evangelical language of brotherhood and a shared humanity was severely challenged by popular views of Indigenous people as primitive savages.
In late September 1838 Sydney newspapers began to publish ‘most horrible accounts’ of events at Myall Creek, in which eleven stockmen murdered around thirty-three Weraerai people, predominantly women and children. They rounded them up, tying them together with rope, then led them to a creek bed where they were hacked or clubbed to death and then decapitated. At a time of heightened public fear and anger in New South Wales, primitivist stereotypes battled with affective antislavery strategies employed by humanitarians both in Australia and in Britain. So missionary Lancelot Threlkeld of the London Missionary Society sought to invoke atrocity to horrify and shock settlers, in arguing in his 1837 annual report that a ‘war of extirpation’ had long existed, and providing graphic descriptions of torture and cruelty. As Laqueur observes, narratives such as Threlkeld’s, that spoke in such an extraordinarily detailed way about ‘the pains and deaths of ordinary people’, produced a literary ‘reality effect’ in which the body as locus of pain formed a common bond between sufferer and observer.

THE LIMITS OF EMPATHY?

Mistrust, however, has always surrounded such representations and the emotions they seek to excite. As considerable recent scholarship has argued, it is clear that the emotions — such as empathy and compassion — aroused by such narratives and imagery do not always lead to reform or progress, but may in fact maintain inequalities and foster division. Wariness about empathy stems from three chief problems: feeling is not necessarily linked to action, so that these emotions may simply reinforce the status quo; representations of suffering may obscure the other’s subjectivity, distancing and diminishing their humanity; and third, and most unsettling, as Lauren Berlant suggests, perhaps ‘compassion and coldness are not opposite at all but are two sides of a bargain that the subjects of modernity have struck with structural inequality’. Such doubts have led some to conclude that humanitarianism itself relies upon a notion of the human that is partial, limited and exclusive.

For these reasons, visual theorists exploring the operation of empathy and antislavery imagery have also focused on identifying its limits. Marcus Wood’s analysis of antislavery visual culture concludes that slaves were represented as passive beneficiaries of white compassion, reflecting abolitionist perceptions of black men and women as human, but not equals. Wood argues that the abolitionist movement’s logo, Wedgwood’s medallion of the kneeling slave captioned ‘Am I not a man and a brother?’, helped to popularise the antislavery movement, but emphasised the slave’s helplessness and need of white compassion. This strategy was also used to represent the victims of Myall Creek in official accounts, as actors such as Governor Gipps emphasised their peaceful and harmless behaviour.
One rare image, produced in London within three years of the event, ‘Australian Aborigines Slaughtered by Convicts’, circulated widely among contemporaries. This engraving by ‘Phiz’ was published in the 1841 *Chronicles of Crime; or, The New Newgate Calendar*, showing the Myall Creek victims being dragged along by ruffians on horseback (see fig. above). ‘Phiz’ was the pseudonym of Hablot Knight Browne, a popular artist best known for illustrating Charles Dickens’s *Pickwick Papers* and many other novels from 1836 onwards. The *Newgate Calendar*, originally a register of names compiled each month by the Ordinary, the gaol-keeper of London’s most notorious prison, developed into a series of sensational accounts written by the Ordinary, in order to supplement his wages. From its beginnings, British crime reporting of this kind was intended to be both instructive and profitable. Phiz produced 52 engravings for the 1841 edition, perfectly harmonising with the Calendar’s melodramatic tone. This edition was published in London, Sydney, Hobart and Glasgow by Thomas Tegg, one of the largest publishers of his day, and is the first example of an attempt to exploit colonial as well as metropolitan audiences. Among the Calendar’s 500 cases, the only other Australian crimes included were the escape of Mary Bryant, and the exploits of Van Diemen’s Land convict Alexander Pierce, a murderer and cannibal. These sensational tales characterised the colonies as places of savagery, bestiality, daring and transgression.

The upraised, shackled hands of the Aboriginal people in Browne’s image evoke Wedgwood’s antislavery logo, emphasising the innocence and vulnerability of the victims — but also their passivity and need to be helped by the white humanitarian. Simultaneously, the image exaggerates the brutality of the perpetrators, drawing them as caricatures rather than realistically. The framing text describes the ‘atrocious cold-blooded massacre of which
these persons were guilty’ and contrasts the ‘victims’, ‘the unoffending aboriginal natives of the country’, with their murderers, ‘Englishmen, who, however, from their sanguinary disposition, do not deserve that they should receive such an appellation.’

The text goes on to describe the ‘unresisting’, ‘hapless wretches’ who were ‘brutally butchered’, and finishes its account of the atrocity by describing how ‘[t]he demon butchers then placed the bodies in a heap, kindled an immense fire over them, and thus attempted to destroy the evidence of their unheard-of brutality.’

This reversal, in which the white masters rather than their black victims are cast as ‘savage’, was a common antislavery trope in this period, expressed also in literary responses to Myall Creek such as Eliza Hamilton Dunlop’s poem ‘The Aboriginal Mother’, which echoed transatlantic antislavery poetry.

As signalled by the caption ‘Australian Aborigines Slaughtered by Convicts’, it is also significant that this popular account portrays the atrocity as a single episode initiated by degraded convicts, ignoring the wider context of frontier violence. For example, the discovery of the crime is attributed to the observation of carrion birds at the site, completely omitting the two white ex-convicts who testified against the murderers. This perspective echoes that of the Aborigines Select Committee, for whom lower-class white convicts were the source of colonial sin and contagion. The committee’s introduction argued that ‘unoffending’ Australian Aboriginal people ‘suffered in an aggravated degree from the planting among them of our penal settlements’, and that ‘very little care has since been taken to protect them from the violence or the contamination of the dregs of our countrymen.’

As Elizabeth Elbourne points out, the Committee’s emphasis on personal and national morality deflected attention from ‘structure’ — that is, the system of colonisation itself and its inherent inequalities. Others have noted that colonial scandals reveal the transgression of rules, ultimately serving to re-sanction social norms. Framing frontier atrocity as convict crime allowed both colonists and humanitarians...
to displace their own complicity in Indigenous dispossession. By laying the blame for damage to Indigenous peoples not on the system of colonisation itself but on a class of already guilty outlaws, imperial authority was reconstituted.

For white viewers, the savage white represents a narrative figure that Greg Dening called a ‘comfortable’ sort of villain, one whose wickedness is so unimaginably distant from the viewer’s experience that it allows us to feel safely detached.57 Such a conception of atrocity renders it as grotesque and the victims as other, conferring a sense of the distance of these people and events from the viewer’s everyday present, and effecting narrative closure for at least some white viewers. For popular audiences, the visibly depraved cartoon figures of Phiz’s convicts made it clear where blame should be placed: at the door of these (already convicted) murderers rather than with the larger forces of state-sanctioned violence and dispossession, explaining the event as a tragic crime rather than an inevitable consequence of white invasion.

CONCLUSION

This historical example demonstrates the ambivalent and politicised effects of such affective strategies. The historical conjunction of British imperial philanthropy and settler violence in New South Wales during the 1830s shaped radically polarised views regarding frontier violence and the impact of colonisation upon Indigenous people. Humanitarians represented the Myall Creek massacre as an atrocious cruelty toward Aboriginal people, but colonists saw their eventual conviction as an injustice to the white perpetrators. Many colonists refused to acknowledge the basic humanity of the victims, and notoriously, one juror in the Myall Creek trial later declared that ‘I look on the blacks ... as a set of monkeys, and I think the earlier they are exterminated from the face of the earth the better. I knew well they were guilty of the murder, but I, for one, would never consent to see a white man suffer for shooting a black one.’58 As many have argued, such responses to Myall Creek prompted a frontier culture of secrecy, and hindered colonial officials pursuing similar crimes against Aboriginal people for decades afterwards, because they were unsure of the legal outcome.59

Humanitarian reactions to Myall Creek, and attempts to awaken compassion for its victims, were clearly shaped by the British antislavery movement. Yet the politicisation of humanitarian sentiment both in Sydney and London limited the impact of literary and visual accounts. The upper-class humanitarians of the 1836 Aborigines Selection Committee were concerned with morality — atonement and redemption — and particularly the sins of the settlers. Seen in this context, we must recognise the class-based displacement of guilt on to already-condemned
convicts, while leaving the larger apparatus of colonisation unscathed. Philanthropists usually stopped short of acknowledging Aboriginal rights to the land, demonstrating that their idealising empathy with Indigenous peoples was deeply complicit with dispossession.

Nonetheless this lobby constituted a powerful voice for justice in 1830s New South Wales. Among its concrete effects, the humanitarian campaign prompted the creation of a colonial philanthropic network, and in London, the Anti-Slavery Society and the Colonial Office pushed to admit Aboriginal evidence into court, and to bring Indigenous imperial subjects under the protection of English law.60 Despite the inequality of affective relationships such as pity and protection, and the undeniable limits of empathy, such historical examples demonstrate that sentimental responses may have real political consequences. Humanitarian governance relied upon popular sentiment regarding the claims and capacity of Aboriginal people, and imagery provided a powerful tool in these debates. In 1830s practice, common primitivist stereotypes showing Aboriginal people as non-human, primitive, and cannibal, were opposed by images that argued for their fundamental humanity. Even as Phiz’s engraving of the imprisoned Weraiarai reduced them to abject victims, and obscured the structural forces behind their plight, he drew upon familiar and powerful abolitionist imagery to assert their innocence and shared status as human beings.
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